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Jenga-Janga Pro— 2-8
OBJECTIVE: 
Jenga-Janga Pro is the advance, next-level game 
to Jenga-Janga 1.0. Adapted from the game of Jen-
ga, the fast-paced, jogging and counting game of 
Jenga-Janga Pro will definitely captivate and chal-
lenge your students. Teams will compete against 
each other by jogging to collect noodle pieces in 
order to build towers, being careful not to be the 
one to cause a tower to fall.  

EQUIPMENT:  
 � Hula Hoops (4-5 yellow and 4-5 blue)

 � Noodle pieces/sections (preferably 100-200 of 
two different colors, each stored in their own 
container)

 � 5-gallon buckets or baskets (4 per team)

 � Bucket of wristbands (or anything to represent 
points)

PROCEDURE:
Before classes arrive, place the four yellow hoops 
and the four blue hoops approximately three feet 
apart on one end line of the gym (See Figure 1). 
Next, place the container of yellow noodle piec-
es and container of blue noodle pieces (blocks) 
against the wall at least 10 feet apart on the oppo-
site end of the gym (See Figure 2). Place the point 
bucket on one side of the midline (see diagram for 
set up). The object of the game is to earn the most 

points by causing fewer towers to fall than the op-
posing team.

To Begin: divide the class into two teams (for ex-
ample, Team Yellow and Team Blue) and send to 
opposite sides of the gym to sit down and await 
further instructions. Note: I chose these colors 
based on the color of noodle pieces I own. I pur-
chased multiple packs of the Noodle Sections, item 
# W10808 from www.ssww.com that come in a pack 
of 100 yellow and 100 blue pre-cut pieces. Choose 4 
players from each team (2 girls and 2 boys) to be 
Sweepers and give each of them a 5-gallon buck-
et. Note: switch Sweepers every 5-10 minutes and/
or allow them to choose any teammate to take their 
position anytime during the game. When the game 
begins, each player from Team Yellow and Team 
Blue will jog and collect one block from their color 
container (See Figure 3). After collecting a block, 
each player will jog to any hula hoop on the other 
side of the gym and carefully begin stacking the 
blocks keeping in mind that the towers have to be 
stacked by alternating colors (See Figure 4). Note: 
to help avoid overcrowded areas, I created the rule 
that girls can only build at the blue hoops and boys 
can only build at the yellow hoops. A point is earned 
if a tower falls for the following reasons. Note: other 
reasons will probably arise once you play. The teach-
er will actively move around to monitor and referee 
the game to help determine points.  Below are some 
possible scenarios for winning/losing a point:

Figure 1:  Yellow and blue hoops on one end line   Figure 2:  Container of yellow and blue blocks

http://www.ssww.com
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 � A Team Blue player places a blue block on top 
of a tower causing it to start swaying and even-
tually to fall, resulting in a Yellow Sweeper get-
ting a point from the bucket.

 � The opposing team will be awarded a point if 
a player from the other team goes to stack a 
block and touches the tower causing the tow-
er to fall, even if that player did not place the 
block down because he or she decided to pull 
the block back. It was the initial contact that 
resulted in a point for the other team since the 
tower fell immediately after pulling back the 
block. 

 � Team Blue is awarded a point if a Team Yel-
low player “accidentally” sneezes, breathes or 
blows in the direction of a tower causing it to 
fall over. I say “accidentally” because that al-
ways seems to be the reason given to me for 
why it fell over ;). 

 � A team is afraid to put their block on top of 
tower because they fear the next block will 

cause the tower to fall. The teacher and only 
the teacher, after noticing this dilemma, can 
then start a 10-second countdown. A point will 
be awarded to the team who has their block 
on top if a block was not added to the tower 
by the opposing team within the 10 seconds. 
A block added results in a new countdown if 
deemed necessary by the teacher.

A fallen down tower results in the Sweeper (from 
the team that won the point) quickly going and 
“sweeping” up all of the blocks (both yellow and 
blue) into his/her bucket and dumping them back 
into the noodle container before going to get one 
wristband from the point bucket (See Figures 5-6). 
Note: I only allow one Sweeper the privilege of clean-
ing up an area to earn a point because if more than 
one Sweeper helps they both think they have earned 
a point. 

Note: there is a lot of excitement and energy around 
this game, especially as the towers grow higher and 
higher. This typically results in players huddling 

Figure 3:  Getting 1 block from their container         

Figure 5:  Sweeper picking up the blocks    

Figure 4:  Carefully building a tower

Figure 6:  Sweeper getting point from bucket 
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Figure 7:  Standing outside of hoop to stack Figure 8:  Yellow Team is about to get a point!!

around the tower to see who causes it to fall. Make 
sure you are in the vicinity to watch and ensure fair 
play. It is fun to watch the students get a little hysteri-
cal once a tower does fall. Each team will continue 
jogging to collect blocks in order to build the tow-
ers to help their team earn points until the time ex-
pires. All wristbands will be collected and counted 
for each team to determine the Jenga-Janga Pro 
Champions.   

RULES AND SAFETY:
1. Players may only collect one block per trip.

2. Players may not step inside or be inside of a 
hula hoop at anytime, especially while build-
ing towers (See Figure 7).

3. The Yellow Team girls may only compete 
against Blue Team girls at the blue hoops and 
Yellow Team boys may only compete against 
Blue Team boys at the yellow hoops.

4. Players may not hold or touch the tower when 
stacking blocks.

5. Players may not blow or make any type of 
movement that would cause a tower to fall.

6. Only one Sweeper can clean up an area to earn 
one point.

VARIATIONS: 
1. Allow Sweepers the ability to jog and get 

blocks for the towers, especially when waiting 
for towers to be built. 

2. Change the locomotor skill from jogging to 
skipping, galloping, slide-stepping, etc., every 
5-10 minutes for players to collect a block.
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     = hula hoops              = point bucket         = noodle container for blocks 

Team Yellow boys only 
compete against 

Team Blue boys at the 
Yellow hoops 

Team Blue girls only 
compete against 

Team Yellow girls at 
the Blue hoops 

Jenga-Janga Pro DIAGRAM

Just Concentrate!— K-8
OBJECTIVE: 
Reinforce the skills of football and teamwork with 
this unique, football follow up game of Just Con-
centrate! Just Concentrate combines the high-
energy passing/throwing skills of football and 
hitting various targets, while also giving the brain 
a real workout through the matching card game 
of Concentration.

EQUIPMENT: (needs are based on a class of 56) 
 � Foam or indoor footballs (40+; add or substi-

tute the footballs with Gatorskin balls and/or 
indoor Frisbees) 

 � Standing Targets (8-10; use traffic cones, 

basketball goal and/or trashcans for addi-
tional targets)

 � Decks of Concentration cards (2-4 decks)

 � Traffic cones (6-10)

 � Game clock or stopwatch 

PROCEDURE:
Before classes arrive, place all of the footballs in 
the center of the gym. Place the traffic cones on 
the midline to create a boundary line between 
the Passing Zone and targets. Set up the targets 
on the opposite side of the Passing Zone (See Fig-
ure 1). Note: consider the age level when deter-


